
Naya Codes Journal Guide 

Piece 1  
Naya Shoshaya  

This Piece goes very deep into the oldest aspects of the soul and grounds you to the core of your 
ancient self as well as to the core of the earth.  Some questions you may want to ask yourself 
before entering this experience are; 

What tethers me safely to the earth?  
 

What thoughts makes me feel strong and grounded?  
 

What is one change I believe I can make to make this a more elegant and simple world? 

Piece 2  
Sona Naya  

This piece activates the water element and can help to release emotions stored deep in the gut. 
Allow the playful sounds of the dolphins and whales to penetrate and clear the cells from 
outdated and unnecessary data memory.  Some questions you may want to ask yourself before 
entering this experience are;  

Who do I hold hostage in the deep tissues of my body that I can release?  
 

In what areas of my life would I like to experience a deeper sense of well being and trust?  
 

What beliefs carried in my emotional DNA would I like to flush out of my system to ensure that 
I no longer perpetuate negative possibilities into the collective consciousness?  

Piece 3  
Hoya Hiya  

This piece lightly encourages the healing of past lives that may bind you. It also offers the gifts 
of wisdom that your past life consciousness is ready to reveal. Some questions you may want to 
ask yourself before entering this experience are;  

What habits have I outgrown that I wish to free?  
 

What ancient knowledge do I carry that I feel it is time to share with the world?  
 



What joyful and easy experience do I wish to call forth into my life?  

Piece 4  
Naya No Pachamamma  
This piece is a very powerful acknowledgement of the deep suffering many are experiencing on 
our planet right now.  It is also a wailing declaration of all that offends the soul. The call to 
Pachamamma, the Peruvian name for mother earth, conjures the healing required to connect us 
once again to our cosmic mother and most of all to each other. Some questions you may want to 
ask yourself before entering this experience are;  

What am I absolutely intolerant of these days?  
 

What is one thing I know I can do to help heal myself?  How is this related to healing the 
planet?  
 

When was the last time I spent an entire day in nature?  

Piece 5  
Om Namo Shiva  
This invocation calls forth to the heavens for the blessings and energy required to clear all 
obstacles we face individually as well as collectively.  This Sanskrit mantra obliviates all 
obstacles so that we may see our unique paths clearly and bravely make the changes needed. 
Feeling aligned with your personal mission as well as with what is most required for the planet at 
this time will help to alleviate a great deal of personal suffering.  Some questions you may want 
to ask yourself before entering this experience are;  

What is one recurring thought that I have that keeps getting in my way of feeling connected to 
source?  
 

What is one place I will visit at last? List the place and date you will be there in your journal. 
 

Have I truly asked for help from deep in my heart?  

 


